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AISEF Presents THE 5th Edition of
the International Spice Conference (ISC)
Established in 1987, All India Spices Exporters Forum (AISEF) works towards protecting the interest of the
spice fraternity of the country, by creating a sustainable and pro-development business environment for
the stakeholders in the industry. In three decades, AISEF has evolved into the ‘Voice of the Spice
Fraternity'. In a world where food safety standards are challenging and the industrial environment is
rapidly evolving, the concerns and imbalances in the industry need to be addressed. Moreover, the
sustainability of crops and the livelihood of the farmers need improvement. It is in this context that All
India Spices Exporters Forum (AISEF) launched the International Spice Conference, a platform for all
stakeholders of the Global Spice Industry—business houses, spice organisations, policymakers, farmers
and end-users—to address their concerns and interact with each other.
AISEF also does joint initiatives with organisations like IDH (a Dutch Sustainable Trade Initiative) and WSO
(World Spice Organisation), to ensure sustainable spice farming that facilitates economically viable,
socially conscious, and environmentally responsible products.

World’s Leading Knowledge Dissemination and Unifying Platform for
the Spice Industry

Today, ISC has grown to become the world's leading knowledge dissemination and unifying platform for
the global spice fraternity. Four successful editions of the conference have had positive impacts on the
industry and its stakeholders. Participation has gone up by 50% from the first edition in 2016 to the last
edition in 2019, with a representation of 50 nationalities including 60 exhibitors and 50 speakers.

The ISC 2020 Theme: ‘Beyond Traditions: Shaping a New Spice World’
International Spice Conference 2020 addresses
the need to look at futuristic approaches and
innovative applications of spices, for
contemporary experiences in cuisines, health,
and nutrition. The conference shall highlight
the direct impact on the consumers and
industry. We shall also seek answers to the
quality challenges, with more focus on
sustainability and delivery platforms along
with good health. The theme will emphasise
on development of enhanced culinary cultures
and complete solutions in a range of
applications. While we look to increase the per
capita consumption of spices, we also shall
look at improving the lives of the multitudes of
farmers across all producing countries.

For updates follow us on

or log on to www.internationalspiceconference.com

The International Spice Conference - Focus Areas

In a nutshell, ISC 2020 will present a bouquet of advantages—interactive presentations, panel discussions,
networking sessions, audio-visual presentations, innovation pavilion, innovation awards, exhibition,
buyer-seller meets, and sightseeing trips to the magnificent locations of God's Own Country.

Sessions and Topics for the ISC 2020:
Day 1:
Day 2:
Day 3:
Day 4:

Inauguration with a marquee speaker and chairperson of a global spice trade association
addressing the delegates
Emerging Trends and New Applications
Face-off: Quality issues in the spice sector and appropriate solutions
Sessions on crops and markets with AV

Welcome to the Spice Capital of the World

From as early as 3rd millennia BCE, Kochi has played host to travellers and traders from across the world,
including the Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch, French and the British, leaving their
imprints on this land in one form or the other. We can still see their influence in the culture, cuisine, art, and
architecture of Kochi.
While holding on to its rich heritage, the city, through the centuries, has progressed at a rapid pace. Today,
Kochi is a major commercial centre and IT hub. For a visitor in Kochi, there is a wide range of experiences to
choose from, be it sightseeing, shopping, or even trying out some of the typical traditional cuisines
alongside those from around the world.
Perched on 26 acres of lush green land on the serene Bolgatty Island, Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty is a luxury
waterfront urban resort overlooking the backwaters of Vembanad Lake. In Kochi, there is always something
new to see and explore, relax, and be at ease—whether it’s your first visit or your annual trip.

Contact us: International Spice Conference, C/o All India Spices Exporters Forum, CC No. 38/2484 B,
St. FX Towers, 1st Floor, Near Wellmart Super Market, K K Road, Kaloor, Ernakulam - 682017, Kerala, India
www.internationalspiceconference.com | E-Mail: ed@aisef.org
For regular updates of ISC 2020 follow us on:
Ph: +91 98954 99793 / +91 98951 46966

